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Abstract center of this image is related to the position of the zone
plate with a magnification factor of (r+s)/r where r is the
distance from the laser source to the zone plate and s is theThe existing Fresnel zone plate laser alignment system is
distance from the zone plate to the detector. For zone platescurrently being extended and upgraded for the Final Focus

Test Beam (FFTB). Previously, the resolution of this system near the detector, this scale factor is approximately 1. For
has been several tens of micrometers. After the upgrade, the zone plates near the laser, this scale factor increases rapidly
resolution wi!i .,- a few micrometers. Details of the upgrade as does the sensitivity of the alignment system. By lowering
as well as ::;,_ _Yation and experimental results will be a series of zone plates, one can detemfine the relative offsets

presented, of the various zone plates with respect to a single straight
line which goes through the laser point source and the zero
coordinate of the detection system. Subsequently, this line1. INTRODUCTION
may be redefined as the line which goes through the exact
center of 2 zone plates or as a best fit line for 3 or more zone

Currently we are constructing the Final Focus Test Beam plate centers. The positions of the physical centers of the
(FFTB), a 300m final focus beam line extending from the original 270 zone plates were determined to within about

end of the SLAC central beam. Quadrupole placement 100 lam with respect to tooling outside of the light pipe.
tolerances between FFTB quadrupoles is set at less than 30

Also, previous methods used to detect the position of the
micrometers. The alignment problem is three fold; we need

center of the diffraction image were accurate to about +/- 25
(1) a straight line reference which is accurate to within 10
lxm over 35 m (2) a distance/angle measurement technique lam.

which is accurate to within 15 p.m over 15 m, and (3) a 3. THE FFTB LASER SYSTEM

method for fiducializing components with an accuracy of The FFTB will extend beyond the linac as shown in

about 10 t,tm. In this paper we will briefly describe the figure 1, therefore, the FFTB laser alignment system will
existing laser alignment system, and describe recent work on have its own laser and its own 320 m extension of 25 cm

the image detection system, diameter light pipe which connects with the linac light pipe.
Since the FFTB beam line bends horizontally by about 4.5

2. EXISTING SYSTEM meters from start to finish, we have not designed a system
The 3050 m long linac at SLAC is composed of where the beam components are physically tied to the laser

approximately 270 girders, each of which is about 12 meters alignment system. Instead, we will fiducialize each of 1()
in length. Each girder consists o1!a length of 60 cm diameter FFTB zone plates with respect to fiducials on the out,_idc o1'
vacuum pipe (light pipe) with components mounted on top. their adjustable housings (laser stations) to within about 10
Inside of each section of light pipe resides a single fresnel _tm. These laser stations were previously used for the BSY

zone plate and its acutator mechanism, which rotates the (Beam Switch Yard) laser alignment system here. We will
zone plate into and out of the incident laser light[I], fiducialize the laser stations with a coordinate measuring

The laser is a 10mW HeNe located at one end of the machine which has an accuracy of alx_ut 2 _tm eve the

linac as shown in figure 1. The laser beam is taken through a required range. In the field, these laser stations will serve as
diverging lens in order to create a virtual point source. The alignment monuments. Using the image detection system
laser is mounted in such a way that its center pivots about the and temperature sensors mounted on the laser stations, our
virtual point source, goal is to be able to determine the positions of the fiducials

on each FFTB laser station with respect to an arbitrary (but
Figure 1 _ stable) straight line to within 10 lain.

.k _ /Linac Laser

II _lr-i'---__L___,_|_II'_J_/__ mm_,,,t_ _ LaserStatlon'_ The existing image detection system consists of a CCD

[ _{___[_.__'_lff came ra mounted on a co naputer co ntrolled X,Y tra ns latjon
3050rn M"lrror 320'm - system with position readback from magnetic scales with 2.5

lam resolution. The computer is a PC386 wiih a frame

A diffraction image at the detece - is produced by grabber to collect images from the camera. The size of the
rotating on._gzone plate into the incidet., laser light. The CCD array is alx_ut 8 nam by 8 mm. Images t'rom most of
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the linac fresnel zone plates are small enough to fit entirely the mirror must be adjusled so that light from the laser passes
on the CCD array. The positions of all lin_lc images which through ali 270 linac targets and falls on the detector whose
fit entirely on the CCD array are determined by computing range is approximately +/- 6 cm vertical. The position of the
the weighted average of their incident ixttensity pattern, laser itself is severely constrained by the small (about 2 cm

diameter) window through which laser light must pass before
5. DETECTING LINAC IMAGES entering the light pipe, see figure 3. This yields an alignment

Repeatability of the weighted average measurement, tolerance for the housing containing the mirror of about +/-
without moving the fresnel zone plate, is less than 10 _m. 30 lain. This alignment niay be achieved, with difficulty, by

However, the detected center of these images is not observing light incident at the detector.
guaranteed to correspond to the actual center of the fresnel
zone plate itself, nor do we believe tha' there is a predictable Following the earthquake of October 1989, we foultd

relationship, at the 10 t.tm level, between the center of mass that the mirror was misaligned. Realignment of the mirror
of the detected image from a linac fresnel zone plate and the could not be achieved by moving its housing; we found it
actual position of that zone plate with respect to a set of other necessary to move the laser away from the center of its small
zone plates. A contour plot of a linac zone plate image is window, thereby causing asymmetric vignetting. Presently
shown in figure 2. Distinct ripples in the intensity pattern of one can see reflected laser light arou:ld the aperture of lhc
the image are apparent. We believe that these are caused by small window. In order to avoid significant vignctting, the

an effect known as vignetting[2l Light emerges from a laser center of' the beam must be at least 2.5 beamwidths away• from the nearest obstnlction. Beamwidth is defined as width
with a gaussian intensity profile. If the light encounters no
obstructions or significant changes in refractive index, the at halfmaxinaum intensity.
beam will spread in a well behaved manner, maintaining its

gaussian intensity profile and preserving its phase coherency. 7. NEW DETECTION ALGORITHM
However, if an aperture is encountered such that 1 percent of Ali of the FFI"B diffraction images will be much larger
the power of the beam is blocked, the intensity profile will than the CCD array. Figure 4 is a simulated image
change from a smooth gaussian to a gaussian which is corresponding to a fresnel target located near the middle of
modulated with ripples whose amplitude is equal to 17 the FFFI3. Previously, large linac images have been detected
percent of the height of the gaussian; distortions in the phase by placing a transparent grid or the glass at the detector
profile of the beam also result. ,'oom and observing by eye where a given image falls on the

grid, This technique is not suitable for FFT13 for two
- Vionettlng U0htcao,by reasons: (1) Even with the large magnification factors for

_,_o_,o..,,_ _ FFTI3 (typically 20 to 1) the grid technique yields alignment
_'r,_vb_o_m _ tolerances no better than +/-25 _tm. (2) The FFI"I3 laser

alignment system must be fully automated.

t_v,,,_0 _ Two general philosophies concerning how we might
e t.,,,_ Iq0uro3 accurately detect these large images were considered

..... (1) Reduce the size of the im_,ge_ with a lens or (2) move the

More than simply modulating the intensity profile of the camera and detect the images one piece at a time, Reducing
detected image, we believe that any asymmetric vignetting the size of the images with a lens would distort the images.
which has a significant effect on the intensity of the detected Techniques for reducing the effects of these distortions have
image will change the apparent center of the image at the been developed, even so, the lens required would be rather

detector. Using the Fresnel approximationl3], we have large, cumbersome
simulated the effects of apertures t?',ced both before and and expensive, and 120 mm
after a zone plate. In these simulations,,, if the aperture is would demagnify _ i!

small enough to significantly reduce the intensity of the the image by a ,l'!,_, 'li!l' ":.....detected image, and if, the aperture is placed not at the center factor of at least 7, iii_!! I i! !i_. :i!
of the line which goes through the laser point and the center thereby reducing " '_:.....
of the zone plate, then the detected positi(,:! of the image will the sensitivity of _,

change many micronaeters per millimeter of aperture ofl'set, the system. Thus .,...... ....
Although we have not _-unsimulations of vignetting near the we decided to
laser source, we assume that such vignetting will investigate a

significantly impact the detected position of the image, detection system

6. ABOUT VIGNETI'ING OF LINAC LASER the camera about ,_.!,tl!i_.

As shown in figure 1, the linac laser is mounted on asingleimage. 'ili_l_',:l,!_,t_" ' ::i "'

perpendicular to the linac and its light must bounce off a
mirror in or,Icr to achieve the proper trajectory. The angle of Figure 4
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We created the test setup shown in figure 5 in order to test 7.3 Iterative algorithm for finding image center:

our intended image detection algorithm. The use of actual Our iterative algorithm for finding the image center is
fresnel images would have been preferable if these images illustrated in figure 10. The position of an image is
had not been distorted by vignetting. Also our access to the computed by (a) moving the camera belween lhc upper,
linac laser system is intermitlenl and dependent on the lower, left and right edges of lhc image, (b) avcraging upper
operational schedule for the linac, furthermore, the FFTB and lower, left and righi to get the horizontal and vertical
laser system will not be available until at least November coordinates for the image, (c) comparing the horizontal and
1992. vertical coordinates with the previous, (d) stopping if the

present horizontal and vertical coordinates agree with lhc

Image DetectionTest j__.._ j_- previous to within 1.5 _tm, (d) redefining the positions of the

The _' upper, lower, left and right edges according to the most

Images
CCDchip PlasticTube produced recent data, (e) repeat. Note that tile transition of interest is

___._ ] by the test centered on the CCD array. This minimizes the crfccts of

in back / setup, any nonlinearities in the relative positions of the pixels.

Figure5 I H es front _61betwe_2irrmgeG

Our image detection aigorilhln is illustrated iii I _'] _ --__--_

figures 6 through 9: I _ _ _ __---"__--_- __----_--L_ R_g__
C_ns sectionthrough Figure8 Fkjufe 7 Figure 10 Tlrne(1 day perdlvil_lon) Figure 11

tmr_itlonreg_n ,,._,_-_,_,_,, Outer Boun_,Lower,rp'_..... .,.,_ ._'._

/ _] In order to tesi the perl'ornmnee of this system we

.-..,.__ _r___ created a program which would aulomalically measure lhc_" o_,_ position oi" lhc two images once every 30 minutes. The
measurement of the two images required about 50 seconds ou

I_r_fBo,_ J(-- -o_' -_- - t._vd " lhc camera. Results from this tesi are shown in figure 11
0,65 "/'l ""

_-_"t The apparent drift t)f lhc relative 111easurenlell| over 5 days is/ ____/Z_. ,_nerBo_.,Lo___ ] Coo,d.o,t,,,_mo, not signil'ieant. The standard deviation (71' our llleaSu relllen[

{ _ ....... "---FI_,_J up_l --_ is ultimately limited by the 2.5 t.tm resolution of the magnetic

scales. We believe thal with a little more robust pixel dala
7.1 Establish inner transition bounds: averaging this system will find the center of an im_lgc with a
A region of interest in the irnage must be found. This region standard deviation of less th;,n 3 lain. For the large images ()f

will include a transition from light to dark or dark to light, the FVI'B our detection algorilhm will be com|_licaled by the
The algorithm is one dimensional, thus a cross section fact that an entire transition will not fit on the CCD array.
through the region of interest is selected; this is shown in None the less, we are confident that we will be able to detect

figure 6. The outer boundaries of the transition must be the centers of these images with far greater accuracy than lhc
established. This is accomplished by finding the two peal s required 100 I.tm. Recall that 100 l-truat the detector is equal
in a histogram represem+ttion of the data as shown in figure

to 5 Fun at the FFTB zone plate.7. The inner transition bounds will be defined in terms of the

outer transition bounds; see figure 8. Once tile inner bounds ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
are established, they are recomputed infrequently and only if We wish to acknowledge the contributions of Vcrn Hamilton

and Fred Linker, who designed the camera translati(m systemthe mean intensity changes significantly. Different images
will have different inner transition bounds, and of the alignment crew which operates the linac

Z2 Compute the coordinate of a transition: align mcnt system.

The pixei coordinate of a transition is computed by taking [1]W.13.lterrmannsfeldte!al.. "PrecisionAlignment Usinga System of l.argethe pixels between the in,,cr transition bounds and fitting a
straight line to them and finding the intersection of this linc Rectangular Fresnell+enses".Applied Optics, Vol.7, pg_(,_5,June 196._
with the reference level which is defined in terms of the inner [2] A.E,Slegman. I.ASERS, University Science1}ooks,MillValley, ('A, 1985,

transition bounds; see figure 9. The coordinate of the r,g 667.

transition thus computed is a floating point number. We [3]j,W,Goodman, INTROI)tICTI()N TO F()URII'R ()Irl]CS. MeC;raw-Ilill,

have found for our artifici_l images that the standard NewYork,1976,

deviation of the transition coordinate computed with pixel
data averaged over 5 frames without moving lhc camera is

approximately 1/20 of a pixel or 0,7 _tm.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither tho United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees_ makes r,,-,ywarranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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